JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1X41
<06/95>
[u-bit #19200098]
1300-2-1
13:00:07 1) “Tolstoi Taking A Walk At 5 O’Clock In The Morning”
(S) Tolstoy -M-13:06:03 - views of Tolstoy with long beard and carrying cane walking in
[also on 1P06
grass field near woods, people riding over snow in horse-drawn
06:05:58-06:11:53]
sleigh, MCS Tolstoy outdoors in snow, Tolstoy walking toward
then away from camera lens on snow covered rural road, movie
cameraman outdoors cranking camera while taking pictures of
Tolstoy and family posing in front of house, “Tolstoi On His
Favorite Horse And Accompanied By Dr. Nakowiechy” - views
of Tolstoy and Dr. Nakowiechy getting onto horses and riding on
snow covered rural roads, “Tolstoi And His Wife, Countess Sophie”
- views of Tolstoy and his wife walking during summer along garden
paths, “Tatjana Tolstoi And Her Husband, Mr. Suchotin, With Mrs.
Stachowitch” - two women and man walking along garden path with
women kissing approaching child, “Tolstoi’s Grandchildren” - Tolstoy
with grandchildren and other family members outside door with Tolstoy
being given and drinking glass of water, MCS boy and girl grandchildren,
“Tolstoi Writing His Autobiography Only Three Weeks Before His Death”
- views of Tolstoy writing while sitting in garden, “Tolstoi At Manual Labor”
- views of Tolstoy and another man sawing log of wood <some decomp>
1300-1-1
13:06:15 2) views of Ruth hitting and throwing balls over cliff from fenced in
-13:07:49 platform then throwing bat over cliff then writing on ball and
throwing it over cliff, PAN across landscape (1933)

(N) Ruth, Babe In Hawaii -N- -1[section]
[also see 1S14
16:32:31-16:33:31]

1300-3-1
13:08:04 1) “Capture Bootleggers And Smoke Screen Car - Richmond, VA (S) Prohibition
-13:09:12 State Cops Arrest Rum Gang That Uses New Method Of Baffling
[also on 1P05
Pursuers” - views of police on motorcycles chasing rum gang in
14:16:24-04:17:32]
auto emitting smoke from rear exhaust to blind pursuers, policeman
finding bottles of liquor in auto, man showing switch used to release
smoke from back of auto, two men in auto with two policemen
standing next to it with smoke coming out from rear end, MCS fluid
coming out of valve onto engine, policemen on motorcycles along
rural road behind smoke coming out of auto [Kinograms]
1X41 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
13:09:52
-13:09:59
13:10:00
-13:10:52

Holsum bread - slices of bread on table, MCS sandwiches wrapped (?) Commercials
in plastic, apple, thermos and lunch pail on table, slice of bread
[sound-with
covered with jelly with knife and glass of milk and school books on
narration]
table, slices and loaf of Holsum bread
Nissen’s Old Home English Muffins - animated figure in front of
still of muffins, views of woman’s hands taking recipe out of box and
preparing dishes using muffins including taking muffins out of oven
<some scratches>
1408-1-3

13:11:21 1) views of Ruth on fields with children, crowd in stands waving hats,
-13:12:01 Ruth hitting home run and running all four bases, MCS crowd
cheering, Ruth shaking hands with man in stands

(S) Ruth, Babe
-1[sound-narration]

13:12:10 2) opening of George Washington Bridge - LS bridge, AERIALS of
-13:13:03 crowd, F. D. Roosevelt as Governor of New York in top hat sitting
next to another man, views of fifteen airplanes flying in formations
over bridge, views of many autos on bridge (1931)

(N) NYC: Bridges George Washington
[also on 1C16]
15:57:07-15:58:02]

13:13:29 3) Mr. Crawford Sr. receiving telegram while sitting by tree, PAN
(?) Home Movies
-13:21:39 around grounds of radio station with radio towers, man arriving
Crawford (in PA)
at rural station in auto taking instruments out of auto and taking
<16mm>
them into house, spilling contents of suitcase onto ground, picking
up papers, meeting other men, with help from other men taking
instruments out of house and back into auto, cranking auto and
taking off, taking instruments into another building, playing various
musical instruments into microphone in Colorado radio station
KPOF (1910s?)

